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FOREWORD

The distant future is a dark chaotic ancient
landscape, a cold silver city in crisis.

This is a call to action and a demand for care 
and belonging.

We alter the places we go, shaping them, 
adapting and protect ourselves.

Echoes of ourselves left in space, a hum-
ming that grows louder and louder until our 
sound fills the room.

Sheltered by natural and recycled materials;
while wood, lace and satin elastic form a 
canopy.

We create for ourselves a saviour that is 
ready to guide us, once we are ready to 
listen.





LUNGS

Humans breathe in oxygen and breathe out 
carbon dioxide.

However, we have been treated to top of the
range metal lungs. This means we inhale 
air pollution and exhale a mixture of oxygen 
and carbon dioxide.

These gasses will allow both humans and 
plants to thrive in harmony.





Buildings and materials all metallic
With also the sky bringing no sense of panic
With eternal mortals decaying with age
Filling them with undistinguishable rage

With extra-terrestrial life making it fun
They will find it even hard to do a run
In this world a high tech place
Giving it an eternal fake face





A catastrophic dystopian world
Suffering the effects of global warming.

Depressing lifeless people walking
around. The world advancing so much
creative thoughts disappear.

A polluted, hectic city emerges
from the utopian, simple life
people used to live.





FINGERS

Our fingers have tentacles to remove plastic 
and harmful substances from our oceans to 
allow the beautiful sea life to recover.

We also have water that can fall from our
fingertips to support the planting of our 
seeds.





Prices rising will be too advanced
and it won’t be affordable.
Advanced tech can cause a poisoned world.

Extreme wars can break out
and kill out communities.

There will be new futuristic tech.
More advanced weaponry will be made
and used.





FEET WITH SEEDS

During our enhancements we both had
different adaptations to our feet to achieve 
the same goal.

My feet produce seeds of all sizes, shapes 
and colours. I will plant trees, flowers, cac-
tus, fruit, vegetables and different types of 
grass as I travel the world.

This is to stop deforestation and recreate 
healthy habitats.





FEET WITH SPIKES

During our enhancements we both had dif-
ferent adaptations to our feet to achieve the 
same goal.

My feet have spikes on the bottom to create 
holes for the seeds to fall. Also by rotating 
the soil and aerating it.

The soil quality will improve and be healthy 
for longer.

This is to stop deforestation and recreate 
healthy habitats.





Forgotten lost apocalyptic
Tragic community, natural
extreme futuristic weather, pandemic
evolution

Forgotten lost apocalyptic
community. Tragic pandemic
extreme futuristic weather evolution





Manmade technology will be too advanced
and it won’t be clean it will cause
Destruction

Space
technology
open dark atmosphere
lights change

The over population has community
The war is change. Everything change





WINGS

We were lucky enough to be fitted with the 
first set of working wings which allow us to 
fly up to the ozone layer to fix it, as well as 
look down at the planet and admire the
positive changes.





tall buildings become rubble
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